
 

 

 

 

 

Press Release 

 
sky100 Hong Kong Observation Deck Presents “sky100 Future Explorer” 

Enjoy Magnificent 360-degree Views of Hong Kong’s Present and Future Skyline 
Join Three Sky-high Missions Unlock Boundless Creativity 

 
(8 July 2019, Hong Kong) To kick start the summer holiday, sky100 is launching its limited-time summer event, 
“sky100 Future Explorer”, from 15 July to 1 September 2019, inviting everyone to soar through time and space, 
and enter an imaginative world where stunning 360-degree views offer the perfect opportunity to admire Hong 
Kong’s magnificent skyline. Three on-site checkpoints enable parents and children to collect “Charm Points” to 
redeem fabulous discounts on personalised souvenirs. Until 31 July, children can also participate in the “sky100 
Future Inventions” drawing competition.  sky100 is honoured to partner with Tony Electronic, a renowned 
illustrator cum virtual product inventor whose creations are known for their humour and emotional resonance.  
Tony has not only assumed the role of judge for the competition, he is also reinterpreting the winning drawings 
and transforming them into animations shown at sky100! 

 
The "sky100 Future Explorer" summer promotion will be officially launched to public from 15 July! Ms. Stella 
Wong, General Manager of sky100 and Ms. Ellen Wong, Associate Director of Marketing, together with 
Tony Electronic, presented the first stage of “sky100 Future Inventions” drawing competition award ceremony, 
and led the press to experience the exciting activities of "sky100 Future Explorer" on 5 July. 
 
Become a Future Explorer and complete three missions to collect Charm Points 
A time traveller called SKY has come from the future to visit present-day Hong Kong, but he discovered that his 
spacecraft has run out of fuel and now he is asking for help!  Everyone coming to sky100 this summer is invited 
to join him as a Future Explorer. By participating in three challenges, Future Explorers can collect a special kind 
of energy known as Charm Points, so SKY can refuel his spacecraft and travel back to the future. 
 
Mission 1: Discover Hong Kong’s charisma with the Charm Points Collector — The East deck of sky100 is the 
best location for enjoying panoramic views of Victoria Harbour and the skyline of Hong Kong Island.  While on 
the East deck, visitors can also scan a QR code to activate a Charm Points Collector on their mobile devices.  By 
finding and collecting all the Charm Points, participants can enjoy fabulous discounts on the campaign-themed 
souvenirs at sky100. 
 
Mission 2: Unlock Hong Kong’s future skyline with the Charm Points Sky Scanner — At the North deck of 
sky100, you can see the entire Kowloon Peninsula – and unlock Hong Kong’s future skyline with the 8-metre-
long Charm Points Sky Scanner!  Simply click on the objects appearing on the Scanner to learn more about 
these cool new inventions dreamt up by children.  After appreciating the future skyline, complete the mission 
by answering three questions within a set time. If you are successful, you will gain more Charm Points! 
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Mission 3: Design your own spaceship with the Charm Points Creator — Make use of sky100’s handy 
spaceship blueprint to invent your own unique spacecraft and demonstrate your creative talents. By selecting 
different colours and mechanical parts, participants can give full play to their creativity and even send their 
creations soaring into the future on screen. Come and join the fun as we build a colourful future! 

Design your own gifts with the Hong Kong Future Memento machine — After registering as a Future Explorer 
and completing each mission, participants will earn 10 Charm Points per mission, or 40 Charm Points if they 
successfully complete all three missions.  These Charm Points not only help SKY refuel his spacecraft so he can 
go back to the future, they can also be used in exchange for fabulous discounts on personalised souvenirs1 at 
the “Hong Kong Future Memento” machine (1 Charm Point is equal to HKD$1).  Simply choose a picture of 
Hong Kong’s future skyline and input your unique message to instantly create a cardholder (Original price at 
$108) , tote bag (Original price at $128), laptop bag (Original price at $188) or T-shirt (Original price at $248) of 
the future. Don’t miss the chance to take home charming memories of future Hong Kong. It’s the perfect 
memento of your sky-high space-time adventure! 
 

Café 100 by The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong—Sky-high dining experience above the clouds 

With the approach of the sizzling summer, Café 100 by The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong is specially presenting 

the brand new summer special Flying Delight Summer Afternoon Tea Set, the magical color-changing 

drink “Embers in the sky” and hot egg puffs served with cold ice cream, bringing visitors a unique dining 

sensation high up in the sky. 
 

1. “Café 100 by The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong Flying Delight Summer Afternoon Tea Set” 
The highly popular Café 100 Afternoon Tea Set is presenting a series of brand new choices this summer, 
including three innovative savories—chicken and soft pepper salad wrap, marinated salmon and chive 
sandwich, and prosciutto with mozzarella and melon skewer shooter. Customers with a sweet tooth can 
also enjoy five exquisite desserts, including Hong Kong milk tea cup with a touch of local flavor, the sweet 
and refreshing lychee jelly and vanilla mousseline, the cooling mango pudding and pomelo mango salsa, 
the soft and fluffy carrot cake with cream cheese frosting, as well as the traditional scones and clotted 
cream, creating a relaxing afternoon for you and your friends. “Café 100 by The Ritz Carlton, Hong Kong 
Flying Delight Summer Afternoon Tea Set” will be available from 15 July at 12:00 to 5:00pm, and the 
package discount will continue to be HK$609 (no service charge applies), purchasable on the sky100 
official website (package includes two sky100 Adult Standard Tickets and an Afternoon Tea Set for two). 
 
2. “Embers in the Sky” 
This magical special drink presented by Café 100 by The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong is made with roses, fresh 
lemon juice, butterfly peas, soda water and other ingredients with an enchanting and refreshing taste. 
When lemon juice is added, the drink will change color from deep violet to a magnificent magenta, 
paralleling the ever-changing colors of the capricious clouds in the sky just outside the windows. “Embers 

                                                 
1
 Personalised gift service is only available on Saturdays and Sundays during the promotion period. 
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in the Sky” is available from 15 Jul, allowing visitors to drive away the summer heat with this delicious and 
playful special drink! 
 
3. Reimagine local snack with Two “Egg Puff Parfaits” 
Ice cream is the most popular dessert in summer and Café 100 by The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong is 
presenting visitors a new dessert—Hong Kong-flavored crispy golden egg puff parfait served with 
Hokkaido milk ice cream, in banana or frutti flavors, garnished with popcorns, chocolate syrup, berry syrup, 
chocolate stick, and many more, creating an irresistible delight for this hot summer! 
 
Enriching the visitor experience with innovative technology  A summer campaign for the whole family 

“Since its opening, sky100 has launched many new facilities with innovative technologies to refresh the 
visitor experience,” said Ms. Stella Wong, General Manager of sky100.  “Since 2015, sky100 has offered 
its mobile application, AR Fun Photos and 360 VR ride, making an impossible sky-high journey possible.  
The “Love in the Sky” light show launched last December likewise made the spectacular night views of 
Victoria Harbour even more romantic, and the popular “Message of Love” personalised message service 
launched in February offered a unique opportunity for couples to celebrate important occasions such as 
proposals and anniversaries.  This summer, we have once again infused various technologies into the 
installations at sky100, creating missions and challenges for families to enjoy together, and unlocking 
children’s creativity.” 

 
Ms Wong added, “sky100 has performed well in the past 12 months.  The launch of the High Speed Rail 
and the Hong Kong Zhuhai Macau Bridge in Q4 2018 further enhanced Hong Kong’s connectivity and 
accessibility from cities throughout China, facilitating more frequent visits by travellers from across the 
region.  Leveraging these exciting opportunities, together with our joint promotions with local and 
overseas partners, sky100 once again achieved double-digit growth in visitor numbers compared to the 

same period last year.  While growth from Chinese visitors was the most significant, our customer base 
remains a healthy ratio of 20% locals, 40% mainland visitors and 40% overseas visitors. The base for 
our overseas visitors continues to grow, with visitors coming from more than 100 countries and cities 
worldwide.  Japan, Korea, South East Asia and India are the key sources for short-haul markets while 
the UK, US and Australia are key long-haul markets.  Looking ahead, 2019 looks likely to be a year full 
of challenges for the tourism industry.  sky100 will collaborate with Hong Kong attractions and hotel 
partners to launch unique packages and strengthen promotions in overseas markets.  sky100 remains 
committed to contributing towards the robust development of Hong Kong’s tourism industry and 
grasping new opportunities across the Greater Bay Area.”   
 
“sky100 Future Inventions” drawing competition   Encouraging children’s imaginations to soar 
By joining the “sky100 Future Inventions” drawing competition, children aged 5 to 12 can design their own 
future inventions in a showcase of inspirational creativity.  sky100 is honoured to partner with Tony Electronic, 
a renowned illustrator cum virtual product inventor whose creations are widely acclaimed for their humour 
and emotional resonance.  Tony is not only assuming the role of judge for the competition, he is also 
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reinterpreting the winning drawings and transforming them into animations displayed on sky100’s Charm Point 
Sky Scanner!   
 
The competition is running in two phases (Phase 1: 19 to 30 June; Phase 2: 1 to 31 July), with the Phase 1 
award ceremony held at sky100 on 5 July.  During the ceremony, the Champion and first and second runners-
up were invited to share the concepts behind their innovative inventions. The prize include iPads, cash coupons 
of YATA and portable printers.  For details of the inventions, please refer to Appendix I.   
 
Recruitment for Phase 2 of the competition is now on, until 31 July!  Children who love drawing and inventing 
can’t miss this great opportunity.  Visit the sky100 website for details and submit your designs now! 
 
 
 
Details of sky100 “sky100 Future Explorer”*: 
 
Date : 15 July to 1 September 2019 
Time : Sunday to Thursday—10 a.m. to 9 p.m. (last admission at 8:30 p.m.) 

Friday to Saturday—10 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. (last admission at 10 p.m.) 

Venue : sky100 Hong Kong Observation Deck, 100/F, International Commerce Centre, Kowloon 
Station, Hong Kong 

Hotline : 852 - 2613 3888 (10 a.m.–6 p.m.) 

 
*The opening hours of sky100 are subject to change. Visitors are advised to check the details, opening hours 

and event timetables at sky100’s official website before their visit. Terms and conditions apply, please refer 

to the sky100 Hong Kong Observation Deck official website. 

 

For details of sky100 Hong Kong Observation Deck, please visit the sky100 official website 

(www.sky100.com.hk), Facebook page (www.facebook.com/sky100hk) and weibo 

(http://weibo.com/sky100hk). 

 

— End — 

 

About sky100 Hong Kong Observation Deck  

Developed by Sun Hung Kai Properties, sky100 Hong Kong Observation Deck is located on the 100th floor of 

International Commerce Centre, the tallest building in Hong Kong. At 393 metres above sea level, it is the only 

indoor observation deck in Hong Kong offering 360-degree views of the territory and its famous Victoria 

Harbour. This world-class attraction is complemented by a well-connected transportation network, including 

the Express Rail Link Hong Kong West Kowloon Terminus, and a prestigious shopping mall. It also features Hong 

Kong’s fastest double-deck high-speed elevators, which reach the 100th floor in just 60 seconds. sky100 Hong 

Kong Observation Deck introduces different facets of Hong Kong culture via various multimedia exhibits. 

http://weibo.com/sky100hk
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“sky100’s Tales of Hong Kong”, a 28-metre-long multimedia story wall, showcases 100 fascinating local tales 

and anecdotes. The interactive sky100 mobile app and the “Sky-High Tech Zone” create a virtual dynamic world 

which allows guests to discover the beauty of Hong Kong in a brand new perspective through Augmented 

Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) technology. Guests can savour a range of delectable treats and enjoy 

boundless sea views at Café 100 by The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong on the west side of the deck, a truly double 

delight of taste and visual pleasure. sky100 proudly offers visitors and their loved ones Hong Kong’s most 

memorable sky-high experience in every season and at all times of day. 

 

sky100 Hong Kong Observation Deck has received the Certificate of Excellence for five consecutive years since 

2014 from renowned travel website TripAdvisor in recognition of its breath-taking views and outstanding 

hospitality. It is also named by CNN as one of the 17 beautiful places to see in Hong Kong. sky100 is also one of 

the eight founding members of the Hong Kong Association of Amusement Parks and Attractions, as well as the 

only member in Hong Kong of the World Federation of Great Towers. 

 
This press release is issued by Joyous Communications on behalf of sky100 Hong Kong Observation Deck.  

For media enquiries, please contact: 

sky100 Hong Kong Observation Deck 

Ms Joni Chu 

Tel: (852) 2613 3805 

Email: jonichu@sky100.com.hk 

Joyous Communications  

Ms Cherry Wu/ Ms Amanda Lam   

Tel: (852) 2560 8186 or (852) 2560 8232 

Email: cherrywu@joyoushk.com/ amandalam@joyoushk.com  
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Photo Caption: 
 

Photo 1 

 
 
sky100 is launching its limited-time summer event, 
“sky100 Future Explorer”, from 15 July to 1 
September 2019, inviting everyone to soar through 
time and space, and enter an imaginative world 
where stunning 360-degree views offer the perfect 
opportunity to admire Hong Kong’s magnificent 
skyline. 

 

 

Photo 2 

 

Ms. Stella Wong, General Manager of sky100 (left), 

Ms. Ellen Wong, Associate Director of Marketing 

(right), together with Tony Electronic (middle), 

presented and experienced the exciting activities of 

"sky100 Future Explorer". 
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Photo 3 

 
 
Ms. Stella Wong, General Manager of sky100 (left), 

Ms. Ellen Wong, Associate Director of Marketing 

(middle), together with the judge Tony Electronic 

(right), and winners of first stage of “sky100 Future 

Inventions” drawing competition. 

 

Photo 4 

 
Mission 1: Discover Hong Kong’s charisma with the 
Charm Points Collector  
 
The East deck of sky100 is the best location for 
enjoying panoramic views of Victoria Harbour and 
the skyline of Hong Kong Island.  While on the East 
deck, visitors can also scan a QR code to activate a 
Charm Points Collector on their mobile devices.  By 
finding and collecting all the Charm Points, 
participants can enjoy fabulous discounts on the 
campaign-themed souvenirs at sky100. 
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Photo 5 

 
Mission 2: Unlock Hong Kong’s future skyline with 
the Charm Points Sky Scanner  
 
At the North deck of sky100, you can see the entire 
Kowloon Peninsula – and unlock Hong Kong’s future 
skyline with the 8-metre-long Charm Points Sky 
Scanner!  Simply click on the objects appearing on 
the Scanner to learn more about these cool new 
inventions dreamt up by children.  After 
appreciating the future skyline, complete the 
mission by answering three questions within a set 
time. If you are successful, you will gain more Charm 
Points! 

 

 
 

 
 

Photo 6 

 

Mission 3: Design your own spaceship with the 
Charm Points Creator  
 
Make use of sky100’s handy spaceship blueprint to 
invent your own unique spacecraft and demonstrate 
your creative talents. By selecting different colours 
and mechanical parts, participants can give full play 
to their creativity and even send their creations 
soaring into the future on screen. Come and join the 
fun as we build a colourful future! 
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Photo 7 

 
Design your own gifts with the Hong Kong Future 
Memento machine  
 
After registering as a Future Explorer and 
completing each mission, participants will earn 10 
Charm Points per mission, or 40 Charm Points if 
they successfully complete all three missions.  These 
Charm Points not only help SKY refuel his spacecraft 
so he can go back to the future, they can also be 
used in exchange for fabulous discounts on 
personalised souvenirs2 at the “Hong Kong Future 
Memento” machine (1 Charm Point is equal to 
HKD$1).  Simply choose a picture of Hong Kong’s 
future skyline and input your unique message to 
instantly create a tote bag (Original price at $128), 
laptop bag (Original price at $188), T-shirt (Original 
price at $248) or cardholder (Original price at $108) 
of the future. Don’t miss the chance to take home 
charming memories of future Hong Kong. It’s the 
perfect memento of your sky-high space-time 
adventure! 

 

 

 
 

                                                 
2
 Personalised gift service is only available on Saturdays and Sundays during the promotion period. 
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Photo 8 

 

“Café 100 by The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong Flying 
Delight Summer Afternoon Tea Set” 
 
The highly popular Café 100 Afternoon Tea Set is 
presenting a series of brand-new choices this 
summer, including three innovative savories—
chicken and soft pepper salad wrap, marinated 
salmon and chive sandwich, and prosciutto with 
mozzarella and melon skewer shooter; Five 
exquisite desserts, including Hong Kong milk tea 
cup with a touch of local flavor, the sweet and 
refreshing lychee jelly and vanilla mousseline, the 
cooling mango pudding and pomelo mango salsa, 
the soft and fluffy carrot cake with cream cheese 
frosting, as well as the traditional scones and 
clotted cream, creating a relaxing afternoon for 
you and your friends. “Café 100 by The Ritz 
Carlton, Hong Kong Flying Delight Summer 
Afternoon Tea Set” will be available from 15 July 
at 12:00 to 5:00pm, and the package discount will 
continue to be HK$609 (no service charge 
applies), purchasable on the sky100 official 
website (package includes two sky100 Adult 
Standard Tickets and an Afternoon Tea Set for 
two). 
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Photo 9 

 

“Embers in the Sky” 
 
This magical special drink presented by Café 100 
by The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong is made with 
roses, fresh lemon juice, butterfly peas, soda 
water and other ingredients with an enchanting 
and refreshing taste. When lemon juice is added, 
the drink will change color from deep violet to a 
magnificent magenta, paralleling the ever-
changing colors of the capricious clouds in the sky 
just outside the windows. “Embers in the Sky” is 
available from 15 Jul, allowing visitors to drive 
away the summer heat with this delicious and 
playful special drink! 

 

 

 

Photo 10 

 

Reimagine local snack with Two “Egg Puff 
Parfaits” 
 
Ice cream is the most popular dessert in summer 
and Café 100 by The Ritz-Carlton, Hong Kong is 
presenting visitors a new dessert—Hong Kong-
flavored crispy golden egg puff parfait served with 
Hokkaido milk ice cream, in banana or frutti 
flavors, garnished with popcorns, chocolate syrup, 
berry syrup, chocolate stick, and many more, 
creating an irresistible delight for this hot 
summer! 
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Appendix I 
 

Champion – Future Electricity-generating Shoes 
Inventor: Sean Lai  
Invention Description: If we can change the world and create a 
better future by walking and running, it will be great! These special 
shoes can generate and store energy while walking. People go to 
work or school and return home every day. Now, every step they 
take can generate energy to run their electrical appliances when they 
get home. By adopting a green lifestyle and using technology to 
convert walking energy into electric energy, we can create a fabulous 
future!  

Tony Electronic’s reinterpreted version of Future Electricity-
generating Shoes 

 
The 1st runner up – Emotion-detection Watch 
Inventor: Cheng Hoi Tung 
Invention Description: Emotions can affect health. Wearing this 
watch lets parents and children understand each other's feelings, so 
everyone can manage their emotions in a proper way. Knowing one 
another's emotional status can also help parents to better 
understand why their child is upset, which makes it easier to fix the 
problem. Everyone can be healthy and happy! 

 
Tony Electronic’s reinterpreted version of Emotion-detection Watch 

 
 
  

https://www.instructables.com/id/Electricity-Generating-Footwear/
https://www.instructables.com/id/Electricity-Generating-Footwear/
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The 2nd runner up – Pet Dinosaur 
Inventor: Chiu Yung Yi 
Invention Description: Air pollution will become very serious in the 
future. I have allergic rhinitis and I hate mornings most of all because 
my nose is always running! My invention is a pet dinosaur that rides 
on my shoulders. Its open mouth filters out the dust and pollutants 
in the air. Its voice recognition ability also allows it to hear when I 
sneeze, and it hands me a tissue so I can avoid the embarrassing 
situation of having a booger on my face. The feet and shoulders 
include a massage function, and the bone along its back provides 
aromatherapy to make every outing even more comfortable! 

 

 
 

Tony Electronic’s reinterpreted version of Pet Dinosaur 

 
Other Excellent Invention – Fashion Maker  
Inventor: Wong Man Hei  
Invention Description: Just draw what you want on the board, your 
clothes will be made immediately, without the need to walk around 
shops or spend time online! It can also make uniforms that teach you 
the related occupational skills when you put them on, so you can 
fully understand the job to see if it suits you and get the most from 
your career. 

 

Tony Electronic’s reinterpreted version of Fashion Maker 
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Other Excellent Invention – Loving Transportation 
Inventor: Ho Tin Hang 
Invention Description: This robotic flying sofa helps the elderly and 
people with disabilities to get around, making their lives easier and 
saving time. 
 

 

Tony Electronic’s reinterpreted version of Loving Transportation 

 

 


